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INSIDE OUT SHORTS 
 

Beyond the Team - Tim Kulikowsk (USA) Take a peek inside the locker room of the San Francisco Spikes 
Soccer Club and see how the team has developed a deep sense of community. Screens with THE RUGBY 
PLAYER. 

Death of a Bathhouse - Raymond Helkio (Canada) Death of a Bathhouse revisits the rise and fall of 
Toronto’s longest running bathhouse. Screens with CONTINENTAL. 

Let’s Get Soaking Wet - Steven Bereznai (Canada) After a devastating breakup, Jason joins a gay water 
polo team in the hopes of mending his broken heart. Screens with MEET THE GLAMCOCKS. 

Rough Trade - Drew Lint (Canada) A street hustler is picked up by a john and ends up joining a leather cult. 
Screens with INTERIOR. LEATHER BAR. 

The Closest Thing to Heaven - Ryan Bruce Levey (Canada) Three decades plus two men equal a love of a 
lifetime. Screens with BRIDEGROOM. 

The Painted Girl - Ben Kadie (USA) The Painted Girl tells the story of 15-year-old Megan, who hopes that 
through graffiti her mother will understand her. Screens with GEOGRAPHY CLUB. 

The Pool Date - Patrick Sisam (Canada) On a sunny South American beach, a battle of wills ensues 
between a vacationing Canadian and a local. Screens with MEET THE GLAMCOCKS. 

Two Girls Against the Rain - Sopheak Sao (Cambodia) A lesbian couple living in a small Cambodian town 
fight for the right to marry. Screens with …AND THE UNCLAIMED. 

Shorts Programs 

Mixed Shorts: Black Boxes  
 
Simply Rob - Tom Shrapnel (UK) A portrait of New York- based poet and activist Rob Vassilarakis, who was 
diagnosed in 1993 as HIV positive.  
 
The Devotion Project: Foremost in my Mind - Antony Osso (USA) When 43-year-old Gail Marquis, an 
Olympic medalist (Montreal, 1976), met 61-year-old Audrey Smaltz, everything clicked.  
 
Where Do We Go From Here - Michael Challenger (USA) When Leon Ford Jr. returns home from college, 
his parents find out that he is gay, and a series of unexpected events take place.  
 
Cherry Waves - Carey Williams (USA) Angie Adams, a hardened yet spiritual street fighter, faces her biggest 
challenge: whether to continue living her life for others or for herself and the woman she loves. 
 
Friend of Essex - Amir Dixon (USA) This short tells the stories of young black gay men in their own voices, 
and explores how these men are seen in the black community. 
 
Gay Shorts: I Want You to Want Me 
Tom’s Gift - Todd Verow and Charles Lum (USA) Welcome to Tom’s Gift, a sex shop in rural New England, 
where many men have enjoyed a happy ending. 
 
Peter and the Wolf - Wes Hurley (USA) In this sexy modern take on the classic fairy tale, neither Peter nor 
the Wolf are what they seem. 
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In Their Room: London - Travis Mathews (USA) This short is an ongoing multi-city documentary series 
about gay men, bedrooms and intimacy from the co-director of INTERIOR. LEATHER BAR.  

It’s Consuming Me - Kai Stänicke (Germany) “I can’t move on; I wish I could. I’m caught in the thought of 
what could have been, losing my grip on reality.” 

The Forest - Frank Helmer (USA) A young hiker encounters a sexy stranger deep in the woods.  

Boygame - Anna Österlund Nolskog (Sweden) Best friends John and Nicholas are very interested in girls but 
both feel a little ‘practice’ might be helpful before they have their first sexual experience with the opposite sex. 

Gay Shorts: We Found Love 
 
Love Wars - Vicente Bonet Martinez (Spain) Two stormtroopers try to make their relationship work on board 
the Death Star. 
 
The Beginning - Brian Tolle (USA) After a passionate tryst, Daniel and Richard discover a deeper 
connection. 
 
Shabbat Dinner - Michael Morgenstern (USA) An uncomfortable Shabbat dinner brings together two quirky 
families.  
 
P.D.A. - Patrick Hancock (USA) While out for a walk, a gay couple have a frank talk about holding hands in 
public. 
 
Spooners - Bryan Horch (USA) After convincing his husband to retire their lumpy old futon, Nelson is forced 
to come out in a spectacular way. 
 
Rue des Roses - Patrick Fabre (France) It’s Father’s Day and Mehdi has a surprise for his visiting daughter, 
Alison: his lover Axel has just moved in.  
 
One More Night - Giuseppe Bucci (Italy) The end of a relationship between two men has become an 
obsession for one of them. 
 
Sabbatical - Glenn Kiser (USA) Phillip and Sam reunite after a mutually agreed-upon separation.  
 
Lesbian Shorts: What It Feels Like for a Girl 
 
The Maiden and the Princess - Ali Scher (USA) Little Emmy Adams kisses a girl on the playground and is 
left feeling isolated and alone. With the help of her fairy godmother and rogue narrator, Emmy searches for 
herself in this musical fairy tale. 
  
Empty Sky - J. Michael Vargas (USA) Samantha and Taylor are both odd girls out; one is new to town, the 
other has only her piano for a friend.  
 
Coffee & Pie - Douglas Horn (USA) Girlfriends June and October have drastically different takes on life and 
love. 
 
The First Date - Janella Lacson (USA) Discussing a recent first date with your best friend is a great idea, but 
not a public washroom. 
 
Remember To Breathe - Marc Saltarelli (USA) Alice Martin (Lee Meriwether), a former headliner at the Latin 
Quarter, lives alone and forgotten, until mentoring an aspiring singer ignites a spark.  
 
Shopping - Will Kuether (Australia) From the moment two children meet, their touch establishes a 
connection that will last the rest of their lives. 

 
Gay Shorts: Teenage Dream 
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Coming Out - Jerry Carlsson (Sweden) Joel has finally made up his mind to come out to his parents—or so 
he thinks. 
 
 
Kiss Me Softly - Anthony Schatteman (Belgium) Jasper is trapped in the shadow of his father, a local 
wannabe singer oblivious to everything except his musical career.  
 
Yeah Kowalski! - Evan Roberts (USA) Gabe Kowalski is a late bloomer who goes to great lengths to 
impress his classmate crush, Shane. 

 
Straight With You - Daan Bol (The Netherlands) Melvin is 11 years old and has a secret— he likes boys. 
What should he do when the coolest girl in his class sends him a love letter? 
 
Gay Goth Scene - Kai Stä enicke (Germany) A young teen is bullied at school and decides he can’t take it 
anymore, in this affecting music video of The Hidden Cameras’ song. 
 
Jackpot - Adam Baran (USA) When Jack hears about a stash of porn hidden in a local convenience store 
dumpster, he sets off on an adventure to find it. 
 
The First Time - Anders Hazelius (Sweden) The first time can be really hard, especially when you’ve got 
something to prove. 
 
It’s Not a Cowboy Movie - Benjamin Parent (France) During recess, four teens discuss watching Brokeback 
Mountain. 
 
Lesbian Shorts: Tealights and Tofu 
 
I’m Leaving on Wednesday - Clara Bodén (Norway/Sweden) Say goodbye to what you thought you would 
never leave. 
 
Chupachups - Ji-suk Kyung (South Korea) After passing her civil service exam, Sung-joo heads back to her 
hometown to spend the day with her childhood friend. 
 
Exposure - Larin Sullivan (USA) A photography student is asked by a classmate to pose as a murder victim.  
 
Saying Sorry - Wollie Boehm (UK) After screwing up yet again, Jo has to dig deep to prove the sincerity of 
her apology to Chloe.  
 
2nd Best - Sarah Gertrude Shapiro (USA) Riley and Adrienne are coming back from a long day at IKEA that 
has put both of them in a terrible mood.  
 
Don’t Break My Turbo Folk Hart - Miona Bogovic (Serbia/Germany) In this captivating glimpse at Serbian 
queer identity, a female singer falls in love with a young curator from Belgrade.  
 
It Gets Bitter - Laura Terruso (USA) Bitter or better—sometimes the choice is obvious. 
 
Gay Shorts: Heartbeats Accelerating 
 
Saint-Valentin - Philippe Landoulsi (France) Driven by insecurities, Valentin chooses to dwell on his past 
romantic failures. 
 
Scaffolding - Juanma Carrillo (Spain) Eduardo, a snobby and cranky publicist, and David, a shy literature 
student, are neighbours in a building that’s under construction, when some scaffolding brings them 
unexpectedly together.  
 
Adam - Segev Gershon Green (Indonesia/Israel/USA) Adam is a sensitive 17-year-old who is secretly in love 
with Jonathan, the most popular guy at school.  
 
Overland - Taylor Michelle Thompson (USA) Recent high school graduates Dom and Oliver couch surf 
together on a cross- country road trip.  
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Holden - Roque Madrid (France/Spain) Holden, a young photographer with a short-term memory problem, 
travels to Paris for a photo session with a successful French actor.  
 
 

 
Lesbian Shorts: Could I Be Your Girl? 
Do You Have a Cat? - Jason Sax (USA) Marissa is single and allergic to cats. As she quickly discovers, 
trying to find someone to date who doesn’t own a furry feline can be a nightmare. 
 
Polaroid Song - Alphonse Giorgi (France) It’s 1991 and the Gulf War has ended, the USSR has collapsed 
and three girls form the rock band, Periodink.  
 
Social Butterfly - Lauren Wolkstein (France) Chloe, a young French teenager, receives an unexpected 
visitor at her 18th birthday party. 
 
The Kiss - Filip Gieldon (Poland) After an alcohol-induced night out, straight Emilia wakes up next to 
Matylda, who claims they not only slept with each other, but that it was Emilia who instigated the tryst. 
 
Pursuit - Patty Newton (USA) Diana is instantly smitten when she encounters a gorgeous motorcycle police- 
woman. 
 
Mixed Shorts: Scared (Not So) Straight 
 
Happy Birthday Chad! - Jason Sharman (Canada) On his birthday, Chad receives a gift in the mail from his 
vacationing boyfriend.  
 
Uteri - Sébastien Gauthier (Canada) Deep in the woods, something horrible is looking for parents. 
 
The Outside Light - Ben Bryan (Australia) On an isolated farm, Leigh lives in a dilapidated trailer alongside 
the burnt remains of a house. 
 
Little Man - Eldar Rapaport (Israel/UK) Elliot is unable to form a long-lasting relationship but he never gives 
up, moving on to the next available man. 
 
Beast - Valentina Chamorro (Sweden) Vincent has a secret that forces him to stay away from the people he 
loves. 
 
Lesbian Shorts: Dark End of the Street 
 
Future Night - Philip Kreyche (USA) In a 1980s-style futuristic cityscape, a runaway hacker is forced into a 
brief fling with another woman in order to avoid being caught for theft.  
 
Annalyn - Maria Eriksson (Sweden) Agnes yearns for a new life but feels obligated to her lonely father and 
hard-working girlfriend.  
 
Continental Drift - Anna Helme (Australia) Adele, a young Australian woman, travels to the Croatian seaside 
where she meets Antonija. 
 
Half - Alex Bohs (USA) Noun: one of two equal parts that together constitute a whole. 
 
Where Are the Dolls - Cassandra Nicolaou (Canada) Inspired by the poem, “Where are the dolls who loved 
me so...” by poet Elizabeth Bishop, this film navigates issues of femininity, intimacy and sexuality. 
 
Mixed Shorts: Local Heroes 
 
Supa Natural - Michael Venus (Canada)  Supa Natural takes a queer look at the beauty of the BC 
landscape from the point of view of visiting aliens from Venus. 
 
Breaking and Entering - Andrew Hull (Canada) Adapted from a short story by author Andrew Pyper, 
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Breaking and Entering is a poetic parable of a young man coming to terms with the death of his father. 
 
Shawn - Mark Zanin (Canada) Two friends reminisce about their recently departed friend at his funeral. 
 
Liar - Adam Garnet Jones (Canada) After Tara’s boyfriend comes out to her and ends their relationship, 
Tara’s sister and best friend aren’t buying it and label him a liar. 
 
Stormcloud - Kate Johnston (Canada) Vi, a young lesbian artist, is heartbroken after her lover leaves her. 
 
I’m Yours - Chase Joynt (Canada) Inspired by the work of iconic Canadian video artist Colin Campbell, I’m 
Yours provides answers to many of life’s burning questions. 
 
Her With Me - Alyssa Pankiw (Canada) While promoting a film back home in Toronto, former teen idol 
Rachel Chambers meets Sidney at a dive bar and, together, they escape into the evening for a night they’ll 
never forget. 
 
Jason’s Dad - Matthew Campea (Canada) Days after his father’s suicide, Jason intercepts a series of text 
messages from what appears to be his dad’s mistress. 
 
For Dorian - Rodrigo Barriuso (Australia/Canada) Oliver, a controlling yet loving father, is shaken when 
forced to recognize that his son, a teenager living with Down syndrome, has sexual urges and yearns for 
independence as he nears adulthood. 
 
Happy 16th Birthday Kevin - Jen Markowitz (Canada) Take one lovesick boy, add one loving mom, and the 
result is the worst—and best—goth birthday party ever. 
 
Dependent - Stephanie Markowitz (Canada) Dependent, a music video for Toronto’s Light Fires, is fronted 
by Regina the Gentlelady (alter ego of musician Gentleman Reg), and features appearances by Owen 
Pallett, Katie Ritchie and Judy Virago. 
 
Gay Shorts: Life of Guy 
Daniel - Vincent Fitz-Jim (The Netherlands) Daniel tells the story of a teenage boy who finds first love on a 
summer day.  
 
Alle Werden - Piet Baumgartner (Switzerland) In Alle Werden, Samuel meets Philippe, a handsome 
colleague of his best friend Andreas.  
 
Barry’s Bespoke Bakery - Denis McArdle (Ireland) Barry, a fastidious owner of a bakery, and Brian, his 
talented baker, are working together on a very special cake. 
 
Hatch - Christoph Kuschnig (Austria/USA) Young couple Milo and Biljana must acknowledge that they can’t 
raise their newborn baby and achieve their own youthful dreams at the same time. 
 
Slant - Stephen Soucy (USA) Inspired by an Emily Dickinson poem, Slant tells the story of a middle-aged 
gay man looking for love long after the loss of his partner to AIDS. 
 
Finding Franklin - Alex Bohs (USA) Upon returning home from the funeral of her grandfather, Violet finds 
that she has been left with more than just a box of his mementos. 
 
Transplanetarium Shorts: 
 
The Break - Alexis Mitchell (Canada) The Break is an experimental documentary that focuses on an 
exploration of the relationship between gender and the singing voice. 
 
Urmi - Jehangir Jani (India) Trans woman Urmi lives in Mumbai where she haunts public toilets and walks 
the streets in search of love. 
 
Loving the Bony Lady - Scott Elliott (USA) Arely Gonzalez has built what she believes to be New York’s 
largest shrine to La Santa Muerte, the Holy Death. 
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Silver Stiletto - Luke Mayze (Australia) Two men are found dead in a dumpster outside of a well-known gay 
bar. 
 
Lee - Roland Wiryawan (USA) Lee is no ordinary warrior: he has a secret love. 
 
Transit - Regina Tan Singapore (Singapore) Transit offers a revealing look at a Muslim Singaporean 
teenager’s decision to transition. 
 
Ink Deep - Constance Lévesque (Canada) Ink Deep mixes experimental filmmaking and animation to 
document the first five months of a trans man’s hormone reassignment therapy. 
 
Walks Like a... Arlin McFarlane (Canada) A young girl prefers corduroy pants and trucks to dresses and 
dolls. 
 
The Devotion Project: My Person - Antony Osso (USA) This film chronicles the lives of Eric, a trans man, 
and Anne, a queer woman, and the birth of their daughter, Jonah. 
 
Lesbian Shorts: Body Break 
 
Cherry Waves - Carey Williams (USA) Angie Adams, a hardened yet spiritual street fighter, faces her biggest 
challenge — whether to continue living her life for others, or for herself and the woman she loves. 
 
Aquaporko! - Kelli Jean Drinkwater (Australia) Aquaporko! is the story of Melbourne’s fat femme 
synchronized swim team and their first-ever live performance. 
 
The Mermaids - Petra Clever (Germany) Nikki is a math nerd whose life consists entirely of numbers and 
theories. 
 
Mixed Shorts: Around the World in 80 Minutes 
 
What You Looking At? Faryal (UK) A culture clash occurs when a young Muslim woman in a burka is 
trapped in an elevator with a flamboyant drag queen. 
 
Undress Me - Victor Lindgren (Sweden) A man and a woman meet one night in a bar and go home together. 
 
Sevilla - Bram Schouw (The Netherlands) Three friends take a road trip to Seville that will change their lives 
forever. 
 
The Kiss - Filip Gieldon (Poland) After an alcohol-induced night out, straight Emilia wakes up next to 
Matylda, who claims that they not only slept with each other, but that it was Emilia who instigated the tryst. 
 
For Dorian - Rodrigo Barriuso (Australia/Canada) Oliver, a controlling yet loving father, is shaken when 
forced to recognize that his son, a teenager living with Down sy drome, has sexual urges and yearns for 
independence as he nears adulthood. 
 
Finding Franklin - Alex Bohs (USA) Upon returning home from the funeral of her grandfather, Violet finds 
that she has been left with more than just a box of his mementos. 
 
It Gets Bitter - Laura Terruso (USA) Bitter or better—sometimes the choice is obvious. 
 
Mixed Shorts: Art Therapy 
 
Severed - Mark Pariselli (Canada) Unable to cope with the murder of his identical twin, a young man resorts 
to disturbing measures to restore their bond. 
 
I Remember: A Film About Joe Brainard - Matt Wolf (USA) Joe Brainard (1941-1994) was an artist and 
writer whose evocations of memory and desire found their greatest expression in his memoir-poem, I 
Remember. 
 
A Ballet Dialogue - Filipe Matzembacher (Brazil) An older and younger man stare at each other from their 
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facing apartments, which leads to a delicate dance of perceptions and assumptions. 
 
In Search of Avery Willard - Cary Kehayan (USA)  Avery Willard (subject of the faux doc within Keep The 
Lights On) was a photographer, filmmaker, writer, physique artist and leatherman. 
 
Happy - Daniel McIntyre (Canada) The quest for happiness dictates the shape of many lives. 
 
Seraph - Dash Shaw (USA) Seraph is a love story about intolerance, guilt and violent redemption and was 
created for Icelandic band Sigur Rós by animator Shaw and filmmaker John Cameron Mitchell. 

 
 

SOCIAL MEDIA LINKS: 
Visit us on the web: www.insideout.ca 

Follow us on Twitter: www.twitter.com/InsideOutTO 
Like Us on Facebook: www.facebook.com/InsideOutFilmFestival 
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For more information including media accreditation and interview requests, please contact: 
 
Alma Parvizian    Naoko Kumagai 
647.930.2090 ext. 202   647.930.2090 ext. 205 
alma@touchwoodpr.com   naoko@touchwoodpr.com 


